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#### Legal entity
- **RSIN**: 858780045  
- **Legal form**: Stichting (comparable with Foundation)  
- **Statutory name**: Stichting International Center for Research on Women - Netherlands  
- **Also known as**: ICRW Foundation  
- **Corporate seat**: gemeente Amsterdam  
- **Visiting address**: Kwakkenbergweg 62, 1, 6523MN Nijmegen  
- **Telephone number**: +12027970007  
- **First entry in Business Register**: 08-05-2018  
- **Date of deed of incorporation**: 08-05-2018  
- **Activities**: SBI-code: 88993 - Community and neighbourhood activities  
  For further information on activities, see Dutch extract.

#### Board members
- **Name**: Jurgens-Dupree, Marijke Marjorie  
  - **Date and place of birth**: 07-03-1963, Londen, United Kingdom  
  - **Date of entry into office**: 08-05-2018 (registration date: 08-05-2018)  
  - **Title**: Chairman  
  - **Powers**: Jointly authorised (with other board member(s), see articles)

- **Name**: Delsink, Leoni Wilhelmina Johanna  
  - **Date and place of birth**: 29-12-1984, Winterswijk  
  - **Date of entry into office**: 08-05-2018 (registration date: 08-05-2018)  
  - **Title**: Secretary Treasurer  
  - **Powers**: Jointly authorised (with other board member(s), see articles)
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